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Online narcotics
sales destroying
people’s lives
KUWAIT: For those into the social media
experience and cyberspace in general, it
would not be a surprise to find various
accounts promoting drugs of numerous func-
tions or miracle treatments. However, if people
investigate the matter thoroughly, they will
discover that such accounts are fake and run
by gangs of dubious individuals eager to hook
people to their products that most times turn
out to be narcotics.

In cyberspace, the sky is the limit; there-
fore, criminals might lure people in social
media via accounts displaying some lewd and
attractive profile pictures promising sexual
gratification or fake medicine touting treat-
ment for ailments of all kinds. Social media
applications and cyberspace provide the nec-
essary anonymity for felons to abuse society
without leaving much of a trace, criminologist
at Nottingham University Dr Grace Robinson
told KUNA via phone. She said messaging
through applications such as Snapchat allows
people to chat with the text disappearing after
a while, a factor, which criminals pounce upon
to use in their illegal transactions.

Robinson, also the head of British research
and security consultancy institute Black Box
Limited, added that in the last couple of years,
criminals have been heavily targeting young
people, peddling their poison and illicit mate-
rials. She mentioned a research conducted
with academics from University of
Nottingham that showed an increase in social
media usage in schemes to spread and sell
illicit drugs. To find a solution, Robinson called
on governments to step up age limits for the
use of social media apps or the problem might
become far worse.

Drug dealers fully exploit social media net-
works, digging their fangs deep in the youth
using applications like Instagram and
Snapchat for their own sick gains, affirmed
criminologist at Royal Holloway University
Leah Moyle. She revealed that a study she
conducted with the Royal Holloway University
had shown that 80 percent of those purchas-
ing narcotics use social media apps. The
majority thought that this method would keep
the authorities at bay, Moyle added, who had a
grim prediction that the easy accessibility of
social media network would boost drug traf-
ficking and usage. 

The United Nations warned that social
media networks and encrypted messaging
might worsen the problem. The World Drug
Report 2022, issued by the UN, displayed an
increasing purchase of illicit drugs via the
dark web between Jan 2014 and January 2021
with a slowdown occurring only in January of
2022 in relation to authorities tightening the
noose on dark web outfits and cartels.

The International Narcotics Control Board
(INCB), a UN-backed independent organiza-
tion based in Vienna, said that there was an
increasing amount of evidence linking nar-
cotics sales and use to social media platforms.
The board called on governments around the
world to set rules and regulations to fend off
the evils of drugs trafficking and use to pro-
tect the world.

Corroborating the link between social
media platforms and narcotics peddling, the
US Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA)
said shady individuals use social media to
contact their clients without the fear of being
caught. The old scenes of selling drugs in dark
and dank alleys are becoming more and more
of a cliche and unless people wake up at
homes, schools, and all places might be vulner-
able to narcotics and its evils. — KUNA 

KUWAIT: There is a strong correlation between
drug addiction and divorce, which has a devastating
impact on society, Director of the Family
Counselling Department at the Ministry of Justice
Eman Al-Saleh said. Among the main reasons lead-
ing to drug addiction are family disputes and mar-
riage problems, she told KUNA in an interview.
Family problems cause a multitude of issues includ-
ing depression, which when coupled with drugs,
lead a person into deep despair, she said.

The daily social and financial pressures also
might spark psychological insecurity, and lack of
emotional control with drugs coming into the scene
masquerading as a solution touted heavily by those
peddling this poison, she added. Dr Saleh noted
that the husbands, sometimes, create unnecessary

pressure and force wives to share their drug addic-
tion or vice versa. She warned that drugs, as seen
by addicts, offered feeling of happiness, excite-
ments and enjoyment, but these sensations were
momentary.

Drug addiction is destructive to the family unit
and results in separation and desertion of all social
responsibilities related to the family structure,
increasing conflicts between spouses, domestic vio-
lence, and normally ends in divorce, she affirmed.
Drug addiction also leads to poor financial choices,
causing work dismissals, and loss of livelihood as
well as debts, she added, indicating that some kinds
of drugs cause a drop in male hormones in blood,
which would affect the behavior of men and their
daily interactions, and especially the relationship

with their wives.
She said that, unfortu-

nately, children were
tragic victims of drug
addiction especially
when they try to cope
with the irresponsible
behavior of their addict
parents. The drugs
addiction has negative
impact on children, living
in unbalanced, negative
and stressful circum-
stances, leading to the

loss of confidence, self-esteem, fear, inner anger
and severe anxiety. — KUNA 

Kuwait’s institutes
play crucial role in 
anti-drug drives 
KUWAIT: State institutes play a crucial role in
preventing narcotics from spreading within society,
said CEO of Ghiras National Awareness Project for
Drugs Prevention Dr Ahmad Al-Shatti on Sunday.
Speaking to KUNA, Dr
Shatti indicated that pro-
viding high-quality
treatment for those
plagued by drugs was
essential, noting that pri-
vacy on this matter was
paramount to save
patients from social stig-
ma. He pointed out that
national statistics related
to death by drugs, alco-
hol and hallucinogens in
the past five years have
reached 327 despite
intense efforts to prevent
such tragedies from
occurring.

Ghiras has been at the forefront in terms of
spreading awareness on illegal drugs and addiction,
affirmed Dr Shatti, revealing that the project was
based on a modern and balanced strategy to
address the situation. It has been around two
decades since Ghiras launched its media campaign
and it continues, noted Dr Shatti. He added that
from schools to the press, television and radio,
Ghiras has been very active in spreading its anti-
narcotics message. He commended the state’s

efforts in providing assistance and treatment for
drug addicts, saying that such individuals must have
a chance to rehabilitate.

The United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime
(UNODC) said in an evaluation that the Arab region
has a serious problem with drug abuse, recorded in
children as young as nine years old. On a national

scale, most local studies pointed out that narcotics
use had been reported in youth between the ages of
15-24, Dr Shatti indicated. He said that metham-
phetamines had been spreading globally with some
27 million users in 2018, adding that some Arab
states had been recording an increase in the use of
this particular substance. — KUNA 

Former drug
addict maintains
sober lifestyle 
KUWAIT: After battling drug addic-
tion for 24 years, Nasser - a narcotics
survivor - continues his success story
as a person striving to avoid the pit-
falls of illicit substances. Speaking to
KUNA, Nasser - whose name trans-
lates to victory-maker in Arabic -

recounted his struggle with drug
addiction, which began at the tender
age of 17. As the proverb “curiosity
killed the cat” goes, Nasser dabbled
with drugs not knowing the devastat-
ing impact on his personality and
relationships with friends and family. 

“Addiction turned me into recluse
as well as a maniac who tried to
secure any sort of income to fulfill my
desires,” he said regretfully. “The
turning point was realizing that my
children were scattered, I was
divorced and a mountain of debt

accumulated due to this curse called
drug addiction,” indicated Nasser,
who decided from thereon, he would
set himself on the straight path, never
veering towards or surrendering to
addiction ever again. 

The addiction treatment center was
the first right step in years for Nasser
and he never looked back, marking
four years of soberness and a drug-
free lifestyle. He took the right deci-
sion, said Hanadi Al-Ashkanani - head
of the social services department at the
center. She noted that the center offers

a protocoled system of treatment,
which involves an initial stage, followed
by assisting in withdrawal symptoms
and finally a continuous road of recov-
ery no matter how long it took. 

In Nasser’s case, he joined the “mid-
way house” program, a stage of recov-
ery that allowed him to not only recov-
er, but also assist in the recovery of fel-
low addicts. She went on to say that
Nasser’s road to recovery had its ups
and downs, but with an iron determi-
nation, anyone can beat addiction no
matter what the odds are. — KUNA 
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Thirst for money,
evil intentions
behind drugs trade
BAGHDAD: Drugs’ trade is an illegal business to
make money; however, in some cases it is driven by
illicit evil intentions to inflict harm on the targeted
community. The former Iraqi regime of the ousted
vicious dictator, Saddam Hussein, is famed for facili-
tating narcotics’ exports to neighboring countries
to undermine their social security and harm the
youth’s wellbeing.

Ali Al-Otabi, a drug criminologist, said in an
interview with KUNA that routes for spreading
drugs from Afghanistan, a main grower of plants
that produce the harmful substances, snake via Iran
and Iraq. Iraq before 2003 was afflicted with the
hazard and enforced penalties amounting to execu-
tion; however the regime at the time was engaged in
smuggling the narcotics to Saudi Arabia and Kuwait
- driven by hostile intentions, Otabi said in an inter-
view with KUNA.

Moreover at the time, only a few institutions

existed to treat the addicted in Iraq. However, after
2003, drug addiction began to mushroom locally,
largely due to slack security along the long bor-
ders with Iran, fragile security and involvement of
well-funded gangs. Nowadays, these trafficking
routes to the Gulf countries still exist - however
the bulk of smugglers targeting the GCC countries
are mainly driven by thirst for money, rather than
evil intentions to jeopardize the social fabrics of
other Gulf countries.

Saudi border personnel have recently aborted a
bid to smuggle drugs aboard drones into the king-
dom, Otabi said, indicating that the Saudis have
beefed up border precautions deploying troop rein-
forcements, installing more barbed wire, anti-air-
craft batteries, thermal cameras, and staging regular
security patrols in a bid to combat the cross-border
smuggling. As to the illegal operations targeting
Kuwait, he expressed his opinion that the clandes-
tine trade has mainly involved amphetamines and
various other stimulating pills. Smugglers between
Iraq and Kuwait often use yachts, dhows and fishing
boats, in addition to land routes such Al-Samawa
oasis close to the borderline, he said.

Furthermore, economic and security conditions
in Iran and Syria have contributed to the spread of
the drug trade in the region, Otabi said, adding that

Iranian authorities have opted not to be firm against
the traffickers, considering the hard living condi-
tions. Otabi added that regional and external coun-
tries should cooperate against the menace, noting
that Iraq has become a route for trafficking drugs to
Europe via Turkey. He also mentioned in this
respect the fragile security authorities’ control in
Iraq, rise of influential rich gangs, some of which
had been implicated in assassination of judges and
security officers. He also noted that need for tighter
laws and regulations against the illegal trade.

Bilal Sobhi, a state media official, said in a state-
ment to KUNA that a bill for stiffer punishment for
the addicted had been presented to the relevant
authorities, however the health department in par-
ticular turned it down on grounds that the afflicted
should be classified as a patient and not a criminal.
Current regulations are confined to penalties
against promoters and traders.

On April 30, authorities busted two smuggling
networks nabbing scores of involved persons and
confiscating huge caches of narcotics. As part of the
operation, the personnel discovered a secret hard-
ware store in southern Baghdad, where a ton of the
banned materials were stacked. The detainees,
including Arabs, confessed to being members of an
international network. — KUNA 
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